S/D HISTORICAL SOCIETY’S AUG. 18 “TUESDAY TALK”
EXPLORES RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ART AND WATER

AUGUST 7, 2015 -- *The Art of Water* will bubble forth at the next Saugatuck-Douglas Historical Society "Tuesday Talk" on August 18 at The Old School House History Center, 130 Center Street in Douglas. The one-hour program begins when the school bell rings at 11 a.m.; admission is free and public attendance is invited.

Maryjo Lemanski, director of Water Street Gallery in Douglas, will guide the audience through an interactive visual experience using works from her gallery as examples, revealing how art can be inspired by the ways reality is reflected on water.

“Art and water have a lot in common”, Lemanski observes. “Both are reflective recordings of the world around them. Seemingly clear and transparent, they are mirrors of color and form, constantly changing forces that are altered by waves of movement, sometimes turbulent, sometimes calm but never stagnant.”

Water Street Gallery specializes in contemporary fine art created by more than sixty established and emerging artists, and hosts a rotating exhibition schedule of group shows by participating artists.

A summertime tradition since 1996, “Tuesday Talks” present entertaining and informative insights into our community life weekly throughout July and August. This week’s talk is sponsored by S-DHS member Ken Carls.

For more information about the Historical Society, its Museum and its Old School House History Center, visit www.sdhistoricalsociety.org.

# # #
“Morning Tide”, by Houston artist C. Ellen Hart, exemplifies the water-inspired art featured in the Historical Society's August 18 "Tuesday Talk".